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The educational resources you receive though the  

Certified Personal Finance Wellness Consultant  

program support both you and your client through the  

coaching process.  

As a financial coach, one of your primary roles is that of 

educator. After you understand clients’ situations and 

goals, diagnose their situations, and help them prioritize 

steps to achieve their goals – you move on to help 

support them by providing education and activities that 

help them work toward greater financial wellness. 

Any active financial coach understands that, after 

any educational session, many of your clients will 

forget parts of the lesson or get off-course. They start 

working on the activities you assigned and they may 

have forgotten a step, missed notes, or just feel unsure 

whether they’re doing it correctly. A client may contact 

you, using up valuable time; or worse, they get frustrated 

and don’t complete the task.  

Our educational resources are designed so this doesn’t 

happen to you or your clients. The resources provide 

education and step-by-step projects to ensure that your 

clients feel confident about the steps they’re taking, 

empowered with practical education, and have clear 

guidelines to follow.  

Education Lesson Sample

In this sample activity, you will see how our educational 

resources are organized. The sample lesson is pulled 

from the student guide we provide you; the same 

activity also appears in our online learning center.

These materials can be printed for clients or delivered 

in PDF format, or you can direct clients to an eLearning 

center that walks them through the education and 

activities.  
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Introduction Page
Gives participants a general overview of the topic and how much time they need to allocate for 

the section. 
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Education Pages
Provides your clients with practical financial education focused on the specific areas they’re 

working to address.
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Complete Step-by-step Activity 
Walks clients through the completion of a real-world activity that supports them working toward 

their financial goals. 
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Test Your Clients 
Ensure that your clients understand the topic, to empower them with the confidence knowledge 

can bring. 



eVolve Personal  
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These financial education materials are provided complimentary by the National Financial Educators Council 
(NFEC). The NFEC is an IRS-recognized Benefit Corporation that provides resources free to individuals and 

organizations seeking to promote financial wellness. The NFEC is not affiliated with the course presenter; 
however, we appreciate the presenter’s efforts to share this information with the community. 

Visit www.FinancialEducatorsCouncil.org to learn more.

http://www.FinancialEducatorsCouncil.org
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Event Marketing & Communications
Marketing benefits your financial education initiative by attracting interest from potential 

participants and generating community support. There are multiple media options for your 

marketing push, including print materials (flyers, trifold brochures, etc.), banners, emails, and 

social media posts. 

Marketing and communication templates are included 
 with all financial education resource packages.
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Survey Banks
The tools found in the survey banks are intended for educators to use to gain deeper 

understanding of their target audiences prior to conducting a financial education class or 

workshop. The surveys gather various information such as participants’ current knowledge level, 

money-related attitudes and behaviors, specific educational needs, and other aspects of their 

financial situations. Gathering this information can be useful to educators and students alike to 

tailor educational materials according to audience priorities.
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Pre-education Warm-up Activities
These assets are meant to serve as introductory activities to precede specific lessons in the 

curriculum. Warm-up activities are designed to appeal to students with various learning styles, 

and can be used in different ways to offer educators and learners flexibility in class. All these 

activities are geared toward helping students connect prior knowledge with what they’re about 

to learn in the upcoming lesson.
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Chapter Pre-Test



Chapter Pre-Test
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1. Which of the following is a function of a credit bureau? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) Credit bureaus set interest rates for credit card companies.
b) Credit bureaus collect information on your work history, bill payments, and bankruptcies.
c) Credit bureaus provide your credit report to third parties.
d) Credit bureaus provide individual and small business loans.

2. Denise’s credit score is very low. This may affect her ability to: More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) secure future loans 
b) secure future employment
c) get lower interest rates on loans
d) receive your full tax refund

3. Which of the following is not a credit bureau?

a) Equifax
b) Experian
c) Ellipsis
d) TransUnion

4. Credit scores generally fall in the range of:

a) 250-750
b) 300-850
c) 350-850
d) 400-900

5. Which of the following factors directly contribute to a negative credit rating? More than one 

answer may be correct.

a) Late Payments
b) Collections
c) Reduction in pay
d) Bankruptcy

6. Which of the following is an advantage of maintaining a positive credit history? More than 

one answer may be correct.

a) It may be helpful during a performance review at work.
b) It may lower your utility bills.
c) It may make it easier to get approved for a bank or credit union loan.

d) It might help you to get a lower interest rate on a credit card.
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7. How long do credit bureaus retain positive credit history data? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) Up to 5 Years for closed accounts paid on time
b) Up to 7 Years for currently open accounts paid on time
c) Up to 10 years for closed accounts paid on time
d) Indefinitely for currently open accounts paid on time

8. In addition to a history of on-time payments, the long duration of a line of credit is most 

likely to:

a) contribute to a positive credit history.
b) contribute to a negative credit history.
c) have no impact on your credit history.
d) increase the FICO score but not the Vantage score.

9. Jaylon currently lives in Milwaukee, but is considering moving to Chicago. What impact might 

his moderate credit score have on his options? More than one answer may be correct.

a) It may have impact on his housing options with rental properties or mortgage lenders.
b) It may have impact on his employment opportunities, as some employers conduct a credit 

report screening.
c) It may have impact on the sale of his home in Milwaukee.
d) It may have impact on his ability to secure a loan to cover relocation expenses.

10. Ariana has a full-time job and a high credit score. She wants to move out of her mother’s 

home and into an apartment, and also wants to purchase a car in the next 6 months. What 

positive steps can she take now to reach her future goals? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) She should apply for two credit cards to purchase furniture for her new apartment.
b) She should continue to pay her bills on time.
c) She should request and review her annual credit report.
d) She should take out a personal loan to make the down payment for the car or to pay for 

new furniture for her apartment.

11. Justine’s cousin is having car problems and has asked Justine to lend him some money for the 

repairs. Justine is tight on cash, so she is considering applying for a $500 personal loan to 

help her cousin out. In what way(s) could this decision affect Justine in the future?

a) She may not be approved for additional credit in the future.
b) She may not be able to make the minimum payments on the loan.
c) Her credit score may go down due to a higher debt-to-credit ratio.
d) All of the above.
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12. Lucas recently got a new job that pays considerably more money. He has been working on 

a debt recovery plan for about a year. What additional steps can Lucas now take toward his 

debt recovery plan to continue to stay on track? More than one answer may be correct.

a) He should review his finances thoroughly and request his annual credit report.

b) He should put money aside for things he has been unable to do in the past, like going on 

date nights and vacations.

c) He should not make any changes to his finances until he gets another raise.

d) He should consider increasing the payments he is making to pay off his debts.

Complete chapter pre-testing bank included with all financial education resource packages.



Credit   
Profile Basics
This topic provides an overview of the term ‘credit’ and the various ways in which that term is 

used. The basics of buying on credit and developing one’s credit profile are also covered.

Credit Profile Basics 
Credit Profile

Time Investment
15 minutes
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Lecture 
Nearly every individual will utilize credit during their lifetime. It is important to understand how 
your credit profile affects your overall personal financial situation, and apply practical tips to 
help build an excellent credit rating.

Let’s start by clarifying the different ways in which the term ‘credit’ is used. Credit history, 
credit scores, credit report, the credit bureaus, and your overall credit profile all are concepts 
encompassed within the word ‘credit.’

Credit gives people the ability to obtain goods or services in advance of making payment. At the 
time of transaction, the lender pays the merchant/seller. Later, you pay the lender back for the 
purchase. Auto loans, mortgages, and credit cards are common examples of buying on credit.

LenderPayments 
plus Interest

YouMerchantPaymentLender Make purchase
on credit

You

Credit generally refers to an arrangement that defers payment for borrowed money or a 
purchased item until later. In other words, you get money for your selected purchase now, and 
you agree to pay it back later. 

When you buy on credit, you generally end up paying back more than the original amount in 
interest. Interest is the fee charged to you in addition to the cost of your original purchase. 
Interest can typically be avoided by paying off the full balance of your credit before the billing 
cycle ends, but credit card terms may vary. Your lender (the credit card company or bank) pays the 
merchant (the coffee shop, the electronics store, the car dealership, etc.). Then you pay the lender 
back the original price of your purchase, plus an interest fee for using the lender’s money for the 
purchase. 

How much interest you pay depends on your credit history (your record of paying bills and 
handling credit in the past). The percentage of the debt that you’re charged on top of the original 
amount is called an interest rate. Individuals with poor credit history represent a higher risk to 
the lender in terms of non-repayment and are typically charged a higher interest rate.

10
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There are three primary credit bureaus that collect and store your credit information. The credit 
bureaus track and analyze your credit history and issue a credit score based on your proven 
ability to pay back money you borrow. They publish all this information in a credit report. You, or 
any companies you authorize to do so, may view your complete credit report.

11
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Let’s clarify the different ways in which people use the 
term ‘credit.’ Here are some common phrases people use, 
and the definitions of what those phrases mean.

When someone asks, “How’s your credit?” this statement 
probably refers to the current status of your credit score 
and/or your credit history.

If someone says, “I bought that on credit,” the statement 
refers to making a purchase using a credit card or 
another type of loan.

When someone states, “I’m trying to improve my credit,” 
the person is discussing his or her own credit history 
and credit score.

Companies with which you have loans report how you 
have managed your debt to the credit bureaus. All this 
information is compiled into your credit history.

Collect all information about your credit and other 
financial obligations.

Credit bureaus assign you a credit score based on your 
creditworthiness.

Credit bureaus publish a summary of your credit 
history and credit scores.

Credit History

Credit Score

Credit Bureaus

Credit Report

12
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The fundamental principle behind credit is that you obtain 
goods or services now, with the agreement that you will pay 

for them later. Usually you must pay back more than the initial 
amount because interest is added to the charge. Gaining a basic 
understanding of the different contexts in which the term ‘credit’ 

is used – including credit bureaus, credit score, credit report, 
and credit history – helps build the foundation of your financial 

planning. Your credit profile, how you use and manage credit will 
have important impact on your overall financial health.

Conclusion

13
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This activity asks you to complete two brief exercises to demonstrate your 
understanding of the term ‘credit’ and the different ways in which it is used.

Activity: 
What is Credit?

14
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Activity: What is Credit?

The word ‘credit’ has a few meanings. It’s important to understand the components that make up 
your credit profile, as well as to understand how they are used to reference different aspects of 
your credit.

i. Complete the sentence below using the provided terms.

I received a copy of my credit _____________________ from one of the credit _______________________. 

Because of my good credit _________________________ from paying my bills on time, I have built an 

excellent credit ________________________.

Terms:   Bureaus   History    Score  Report

ii. Match each term with its definition:

1.    The ability to obtain goods or services before payment is 
made based on the lender’s trust that you will make that 
payment.

2.    A summary of your credit history.

3.    A numeric expression of a person’s creditworthiness.

4.    A record of your ability to repay debts.

5.    A tool used to borrow money.

6.    The ability to obtain goods or services before payment is 
made based on the lender’s trust that you will make that 
payment.

a. Credit Score

b. Credit Report

c. Credit History

d. Credit Bureaus

e. Credit

f. Credit Card
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Quiz:  
Credit  Profile Basics
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Quiz: Credit Profile Basics

Quiz

1. When a consumer makes a purchase using credit, the lender pays the merchant at the time of 
purchase, and collects payment from the consumer at a later time. 

a) True

b) False

2. The interest rate is a percentage of debt a consumer must pay the lender as a fee, in addition 
to the original debt amount.

a) True

b) False

3. Which of these are primary credit bureaus that collect and store credit information? More 
than one answer may be correct.

a) TransUnion

b) Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

c) Experian

d) Equifax

e) CreditChex

4. Which of the following are credit purchases? More than one answer may be correct.

a) Clothes bought using a debit card

b) Groceries bought with a credit card

c) Land bought with the help of a land loan

d) Vehicle bought through an auto loan

e) All of the above

5. Less frequent credit card payments may lead to lower interest rates.

a) True

b) False

17
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Quiz: Credit Profile Basics

6. Which of the following individuals would likely be charged a higher interest rate on a credit 
card? More than one answer may be correct.

a) Lashonda makes $35,000 a year and has a history of paying all her bills on time.

b) Garrett lost his job last year and his car was repossessed a month ago.

c) Nancy, a small business owner, is behind 30 days or more on payments to vendors.

d) Kwame, a recent graduate, regularly makes the minimum payments on his student loans.

e) Belinda and Lee purchased a $500,000 home 3 years ago and now are facing foreclosure.

7. Lady’s credit history suffered the past year because she lost her job due to a physical 
disability. She maxed out her credit card to pay for her living expenses. Which of the 
following can help her rebuild her credit score?

a) Start paying off her credit card debt.

b) Secure a job that will allow her to work despite the disability.

c) Secure a loan to pay off the credit card debt.

d) Move back in with her parents until she can get back on her feet.

18



Understanding 
Your Credit Profile
Your credit profile comprises two main components: your credit history and your credit score. 

This topic presents the information the credit bureaus compile to generate your credit history, 

and covers the two grading systems used to assign you a credit score based on that history. Tips 

for getting or keeping good credit are offered.

Understanding Your Credit Profile  
Credit Profile

Time Investment
25 minutes
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Lecture 
Building and maintaining a good credit rating has positive impact on your financial future. Good 
credit increases the probability that you will qualify for the best loan terms – saving you money 
over time. It also may improve your chances of getting a job or renting a place to live.

Your credit profile is made up of two main aspects: your credit history and your credit score. Your 
credit score is formulated based on the information in your credit history.

The three credit bureaus (TransUnion, Equifax and Experian) generate a credit history report 
which provides details on all your loans for the past seven to ten years. Then, the two credit 
scoring companies (FICO and AdvantageScore) take those reports and generate a score based on 
each. Since there are two separate companies that each have their own calculation to determine 
your credit score and since there are three separate reporting agencies that report on your credit 
history, it is possible that your score can vary depending on which reporting agency your history 
was requested from and which scoring company that history was then calculated.

20
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Your Credit History
There are three primary credit bureaus that 
compile your credit history: TransUnion, Equifax, 
and Experian. These bureaus are the entities 
that provide your credit report. A credit report 
provides all the details on any loans you have 
now, or have had in the last 7 to 10 years, 
depending on type of account and its status. 
Credit histories also list certain public records 
such as judgments against you, bankruptcies, and 
tax liens.

Your credit report will list all credit activity 
associated with each account. Your lenders report 
the following information to the bureaus:

• The date the account was opened

• Type of account: An “installment” loan with 
a fixed payment, such as a car loan; or a 
“revolving” line of credit such as a credit card

• Whether the account is joint or individual

• Your balance

• When the last payment was made

• Any past due information

• The limit on your account

• Any additional terms of the loan

• The status of the account: Current/open, 
closed, charged-off, sent to collections

Each account will show a month-by-month 
summary of the status of each account as well, 
effectively showing the history of how you’ve 
managed the account.
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Below is an example of how the month-to-month history is typically displayed, with a legend for 
what each possible monthly mark means.

Your credit history is then used to calculate your credit score. Credit score calculations are 
determined by two additional companies: The Fair Isaac Corporation – a separate business from 
the bureaus; and VantageScore Solutions, LLC – a joint venture among the credit bureaus. These 
two companies produce your FICO score and your VantageScore, respectively.
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Account 30 days past due

Account 60 days past due
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Foreclosure proceedings started
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Repossession
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Insurance claim

Claim filed with government

Defaulted on contract

Collection

Charge off
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No data for this time period

Payment History Legend
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Your Credit Score
Your credit score is similar to a report card in school. In school, if you frequently missed class, 
did poorly on tests, and never did your homework, you probably would receive a bad grade. With 
credit, if you don’t pay your bills on time, carry a high debt load, and have bills that you stopped 
paying – you probably will have a bad credit score.

There are two grading systems used: the Fair Isaac Corporation (FICO) score and VantageScore. 
These systems use similar grading models and methods. 

Credit scores are expressed as numbers ranging between 300 and 850; the better your credit, the 
higher your score. The credit bureaus separately track and analyze your credit history. Therefore, 
depending on which bureau’s credit history and which grading system is utilized to determine 
your score, your credit scores may differ. For example, Experian’s report and calculation on your 
credit history may give you a score of 715; whereas Equifax may calculate a score of 724.

The FICO scoring system evaluates the following credit history elements with the following 
weights:

• 35% is based on your payment history.

• 30% reflects the amounts you currently owe.

• 15% is from the length of your credit history.

• 10% is from new credit and the number of recently-opened accounts.

• Another 10% is based on the types of credit you use.

FICO
Credit Score
Evaluation

35%
Payment
History

30%
Amounts

Owed

10%
Types of
Credit

15%
Length of

Credit History

10%
New Credit
Accounts
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The VantageScore scoring system evaluates credit history elements with the following weights:

• 40% is based on your payment history.

• 21% is calculated from the length of your credit history and the types of credit you use 
(combined).

• 20% is based on credit utilization: the percentage of an account’s total amount of available 
credit currently owed.

• 11% on the amounts you currently owe.

• 5% is from new credit and the number of recently-opened accounts.

• 3% is from the total amount of credit to which you currently have access.

There is a subtle difference between the Credit Utilization (20%) and Available Credit (3%) items 
above that deserves explanation. Credit utilization is the percentage of a line of credit that is 
“in use” or currently lent out; whereas available credit is a determination of whether you are 
taking out only the credit you need. For example, if you were approved for 10 new credit cards, 
each with a $10,000 limit, but did not touch them otherwise – each of the new accounts would 
have a credit utilization of 0%. But why did you need access to $100,000 of credit? That’s the 
question the Available Credit metric in the VantageScore is asking. Effectively, are you stockpiling 
available credit reserves for emergencies, and are not otherwise preparing for such expenses? 
That might signal that you represent an increased risk.

VantageScore
Credit Score
Evaluation

40%
Payment
History

21%  Length of 
Credit History & 
Types of Credit

3%
Available

Credit

20%
Credit

Utilization

11%
Amounts

Owed

5%
New Credit
Accounts
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Neither score takes into account the non-credit-related aspects of your life. Remember, the scores 
are calculated from your credit history. Neither your credit history nor your credit score considers:

• Race, religion, or sex

• Marital status

• Age

• Location

• Occupation or employer

• Employment history

• Political affiliation

• Criminal record

• Accounts that have “aged off” the records (7 to 10 years after an account has been closed)

Score Ranges
The full credit score spectrum ranges from 300 to 850. There are industry-specific score 
categories and evaluation models that can range from 150 to 950, but these are specifically 
tailored for certain lenders in certain industries. Nearly all consumers will be gauged on the 300 
to 850 score continuum.

Very Poor300 - 549

Poor550-649

Fair650 - 699

Good700 - 749

Excellent750 - 850

VantageScore

Poor 300 - 579

Fair 580-669

Good 670 - 739

Very Good 740 - 799

Exceptional 800 - 850

FICO

Credit Score Ranges
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Tips for Getting and/or Keeping Great Credit
Pay All Your Bills On Time. Set up automatic bill pay through your bank to make it easy to stay on 
top.

Keep Debt Low. Low debt helps keep your credit score high and avoids needless interest 
payments.

Build, Repair, or Maintain a Good Credit Score. You must prove to the credit bureaus that you 
have the ability to pay back money you borrow.

Keep Inquiries to a Minimum. Don’t have your credit report run too often.

Have Health and Auto Insurance. One of the biggest causes of bankruptcy is medical bills; avoid 
that problem by making sure you have enough coverage.

Check Your Credit Once a Year. If your credit score is critically low, hire a professional service to 
clean up your prior mistakes.
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Just like a report card graded your performance in school, your 
credit score describes how well you manage the money you 

owe. The two grading systems that evaluate your credit – FICO 
and VantageScore – take several factors into account when 

determining your score. Once you know what those factors are, you 
can take steps to manage your credit wisely. If you follow the tips 
in this topic, you may become better able to maintain excellent 

credit or see your credit score gradually improve over time.

Conclusion
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Activity: 
Reading a Credit Report

In this activity, you will gain a better understanding of credit reports by looking at 
sample reports and answering questions regarding the information they present.
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Activity: Reading a Credit Report

1. The OCWEN / GMAC MORTGAGE #65280 account is currently __________________ and the 

payment made on 9/2019 was _________________________.

a) received | made on time
b) closed | made on time
c) closed | made 30 days late

d) open | not reported

OCWEN/GMAC MORTGAGE   #65280****
PO BOX 4622
WATERLOO, IA 50704-4622
(800) 766-4622

OCWEN/HOMEQ SERVICING, CA  #693932449****
PO BOX 13716
SACRAMENTO, CA 95853
(800) 746-2936

Date Opened: 11/26/2017 Balance: $0 Pay Status: Current; Paid or Paying 
as Agreed

Responsibility: Individual Account Date Updated: 10/19/2021 Terms: $275 per month, paid 
Monthly for 360 months

Account Type: Mortgage Account Payment Received: $275

Loan Type: CONVENTIONAL REAL 
ESTATE MTG

Last Payment Made: 10/05/2021 Date Closed: 10/19/2021

High Balance: $35,000

Date Opened: 04/27/2018 Balance: $0 Pay Status: Current; Paid or Paying 
as Agreed

Responsibility: Individual Account Date Updated: 09/05/2021 Terms: $309 per month, paid 
Monthly for 180 months

Account Type: Mortgage Account Payment Received: $0

Loan Type: SECOND MORTGAGE Last Payment Made: 08/06/2021 Date Closed: 09/05/2021

High Balance: $31,180

Mortgage Info: Fannie Mae ID #100037506528012777 Acct #1679541677
Remarks: CLOSED

Remarks: CLOSED

09/2021 08/2021 07/2021 06/2021 05/2021 04/2021 03/2021 02/2021 01/2021 12/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

11/2020 10/2020 09/2020 08/2020 07/2020 06/2020 05/2020 04/2020 03/2020 02/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

01/2020 12/2019 11/2019 10/2019 09/2019 08/2019 07/2019 06/2019 05/2019 04/2019

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

03/2019 02/2019 01/2019 12/2018 11/2018 10/2018 09/2018 08/2018 07/2018 06/2018

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

05/2018 04/2018 03/2018 02/2018 02/2018 12/2017 11/2017

Rating OK OK OK OK X X OK

08/2021 07/2021 06/2021 05/2021 04/2021 03/2021 02/2021 01/2021 12/2020 11/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

10/2020 09/2020 08/2020 07/2020 06/2020 05/2020 04/2020 03/2020 02/2020 01/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

12/2019 11/2019 10/2019 09/2019 08/2019 07/2019 06/2019 05/2019 04/2019

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
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Activity: Reading a Credit Report

2. The balance on the ADVANTA/CARDWORKS SERVICING account #55841000590 is $____________ 

and the account is currently _________________________.

a) $3,228 | charged off
b) $1,232 | charged off
c) $3,228 | 120 days late
d) $2,995 | placed for collections

06/2019 05/2019 04/2019 03/2019 02/2019 01/2019 12/2018 11/2018 10/2018 09/2018

Rating C/O C/O 120 90 60 30 OK OK OK OK

08/2018 07/2018 06/2018 05/2018 04/2018 03/2018 02/2018 01/2018 12/2017 11/2017

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

10/2017 09/2017 08/2017 07/2017

Rating OK OK OK X

ADVANTA/CARDWORKS SERVICING   #558418000590****
101 CROSSWAYS PARK WEST
WOODBURY, NY 11797-0097
(516) 576-0404 X22020

AMERICAN EXPRESS   #349991686321****
PO BOX 981537
EL PASO, TX 79998
(800) 874-2717

Remarks: >UNPAID BALANCE CHARGED OFF<
Estimated month and year that this item will be removed: 11/2025

High Balance: High balance of $2,955 from 03/2019 to 03/2019; $2985 from 04/2019 to 04/2019; $3,021 from 05/2019 to 03/2021; 
$3,021 from 05/2021 to 05/2021
Estimated month and year that this item will be removed: 10/2019

Date Opened: 06/08/2012 Balance: $3,228 Pay Status: >Charged Off<

Responsibility: Individual Account Date Updated: 07/23/2019 Date Closed: 05/31/2015

Account Type: Revolving Account Payment Received: $0 >Maximum Delinquency of 120 days in 
04/2019 and in 06/2019<

Loan Type: BUSINESS CREDIT CARD High Balance: $18,771

Original Charge Off: $3,228

Credit Limit: $21,500

Past Due: >$3,228<

Date Opened: 07/01/2015 Date Updated: 05/16/2021 Pay Status: >Charged Off<

Responsibility: Individual Account Payment Received: $0 Date Closed: 01/25/2019

Account Type: Revolving Account

Loan Type: CREDIT CARD

05/2021 04/2021 03/2021 02/2021 01/2021 12/2020 11/2020 10/2020 09/2020 08/2020

Balance $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021

Amount Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Past Due $1,232 $1,196 $1,160 $1,124 $1,088 $1,052 $1,016 $980 $944

Remarks CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

Rating C/O N/R C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O

07/2020 06/2020 05/2020 04/2020 03/2020 02/2020 01/2020 12/2019 11/2019 10/2019

Balance $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021 $3,021

Amount Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Past Due $908 $872 $836 $800 $764 $728 $692 $656 $620 $584

Remarks CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

Rating C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O
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Activity: Reading a Credit Report

3. The 7/2018 payment on the CITICARDS CBNA was ____________________________ 

a) paid on time
b) charged off 
c) 90 days late 
d) placed for collection

07/2021 06/2021 05/2021 04/2021 03/2021 02/2021 01/2021 12/2020 11/2020 10/2020

Balance $0 $0 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983

Amount Paid $0 $2,075 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Past Due $0 $0 $5,155 $5,036 $4,917 $4,798 $4,679 $4,560 $4,441

Remarks >SET<
>PPL<

CBG
>PPL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

Rating C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O

09/2020 08/2020 07/2020 06/2020 05/2020 04/2020 03/2020 02/2020 01/2020 12/2019

Balance $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,983 $7,907

Amount Paid $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Past Due $4,322 4,203 $4,084 $3,965 $3,846 $3,727 $3,608 $3,489 $3,334 $3,172

Remarks CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

CBG
>PRL<

Rating C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O

11/2019 10/2019 09/2019 08/2019 07/2019 06/2019 05/2019 04/2019 03/2019 02/2019

Balance $7,824

Amount Paid $0

Past Due $3,018

Remarks CBG
>PRL<

Rating C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O C/O

01/2019 12/2018 11/2018 10/2018 09/2018 08/2018 07/2018 06/2018 05/2018 04/2018

Rating C/O C/O C/O C/O 120 120 90 60 OK OK

03/2018 02/2018 01/2018 12/2017 11/2017 10/2017 09/2017 08/2017 07/2017 06/2017

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

CITICARDS CBNA   #542418059380****
701 E 60TH ST N
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(888) 248-4728

Date Opened: 02/19/2017 Date Updated: 07/22/2021 Pay Status: >Account Paid in Full;
was a Charge-off<Responsibility: Individual Account Payment Recieved: $0

Account Type: Revolving Account Last Payment Made:   04/28/2021 Terms: Paid Monthly

Loan Type: CREDIT CARD Date Closed: 10/23/2018

Date Paid: 09/27/2021

>Maximum Delinquecy of 120 days in
08/2018 for $756 and in 09/2018 for $924

Hight Balance: Hight balance of $7,983 from 02/2020 to 05/2021; $7,983 from 07/2021 to 07/2021 
Credit Limit: Credit limit of $6,140 from 11/2019 to 05/2021; $6140 from 07/2021 to 07/2021 
Estimated month and year that this item will be removed: 03/2025
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Activity: Reading a Credit Report

4. The MIDLAND FUNDING LLC #854305 is an account that has been _____________________________ 

and the BAC HOME LOANS SERV LP #87189 has a high balance of _______________________.

a) a factoring company | 360 months
b) charged off | $196,000
c) collection paid in full | $196,000
d) settled for less than full balance | 360 months

08/2021 07/2021 06/2021 05/2021 04/2021 03/2021 02/2021 01/2021 12/2020 11/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

10/2020 09/2020 08/2020 07/2020 06/2020 05/2020 04/2020 03/2020 02/2020 01/2020

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

12/2019 11/2019 10/2019 09/2019 08/2019 07/2019 06/2019 05/2019 04/2019 03/2019

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

02/2019 01/2019 12/2018 11/2018 10/2018 09/2018 08/2018 07/2018 06/2018 05/2018

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

04/2018 03/2018 02/2018 01/2018 12/2017 11/2017 10/2017 09/2017 08/2017 07/2017

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

06/2017 05/2017 04/2017 03/2017 02/2017 01/2017 12/2016 11/2016 10/2016 09/2016

Rating OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

Satisfactory Accounts

The following accounts are reported with no adverse information. For your protection, your account numbers have been partially 
masked, and in some cases scrambled. Please note: Accounts are reported as “Current; Paid or paying as agreed” if paid within 30 days 
of the due date. Accounts reported as Current may still incure late fees or interest charges if not paid on or before the due date.

Placed for 
collection

11/09/2021 Balance $0 Pay Status: >Account Paid in Full; 
was a Collection<Date Updated: 01/16/2024

Responsibility: Individual Account Last Payment Made: 09/27/2023 Date Closed: 10/23/2023

Account Type: Open Account Original Amount: $11,359 Date Paid: 09/27/2023

Loan Type: FACTORING COMPANY 
ACCOUNT

Original Creditor: CHASE BANK USA 
N/A

Date Opened: 06/14/2016 Balance $0 Pay Status: Current; Paid or Paying 
as AgreedResponsibility: Individual Account Date Updated: 09/23/2021

Account Type: Mortgage Account Payment Received: $0 Terms: $0 per month, paid 
Monthly for 360 monthsLoan Type: CONVENTIONAL REAL 

ESTATE MTG
Last Payment Made: 09/23/2021

High Balance: $196,000 Date Closed: 09/23/2021

MIDLAND FUNDING LLC  #0854305****
8875 AERO DRSUITE 200
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(844) 236-1959

BAC HOME LOANS SERV LP  #87189****
18 TAPO CANYON
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063
(800) 451-6362

Remarks:>PAID COLLECTION<
Estimated month and year that this item will be removed: 03/2018

Remarks: CLOSED
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Quiz: 
Understanding Your 

Credit Profile
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Quiz: Understanding Your Credit Profile

Quiz

1. What are the two components of a credit profile? 

a) Employment History & Salary

b) Credit Report & Interest Rates

c) Bank Balances & Transaction History

d) Credit History & Credit Score

2. A credit report compiles an individual’s credit history from the past ______ years

a) 3-5

b) 7-10

c) 12-15

d) 18-20

3. Legally, bankruptcies and tax liens cannot be included on a credit report.

a) True

b) False

4. Which of the following is/are example(s) of a “revolving” line of credit?

a) Student Loan

b) Personal Loan

c) Gas Credit Card

d) All of the above

5. Which of the following information is not taken into consideration for generating credit 
history and credit score? More than one answer may be correct.

a) Criminal Record

b) Employment History

c) Payment History

d) A persons age
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Quiz: Understanding Your Credit Profile

6. Which of these factors carries the largest weight with both the credit scoring systems, FICO 
and VantageScore?

a) Length of credit history

b) Payment history

c) Types of credit

d) Amounts currently owed

7. It is possible to receive a 796 credit score from TransUnion and an 806 credit score from 
Equifax. 

a) True

b) False

8. Which of the following is a valid credit score? More than one answer may be correct.

a) 475

b) 150

c) 743

d) 995

9. Jack scored the following percentage of points in three of the FICO credit score evaluation 
factors.

However, Jack has still received an unimpressive credit score. Why has this happened?

a) Because Jack does not have a history of repaying his debts on time.

b) Because Jack does not have a good credit mix.

c) Because Jack currently has a lot of credit card debt.

d) Because Jack does not have a long-term credit record.

Evaluation Factor Jack’s Score

Amounts owed

Length of credit history

Types of credit

30%

15%

10%
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Quiz: Understanding Your Credit Profile

10. The chart below lists Andrew’s scores in four VantageScore credit score evaluation criteria.

Which of these conclusions about Andrew is true?

a) In the past, Andrew never paid his debts on time, but he is debt-free right now.

b) Andrew does not have a long-term credit history, but he has been fairly good at making 

payments in the past.

c) Andrew recently opened a lot of new credit accounts and currently has a lot of credit card 

debt.

d) Andrew has been fairly good at making payments in the past, but currently has a lot of 

credit card debt.

Andrew’s
VantageScore
Credit Score
Evaluation

Credit Utilization-
5% out of 20%

Length of Credit History & 
Types of Credit-
21% out of 21%

Payment History-
35% out of 40%

New Credit Accounts-
5% out of 5%
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Access Your 
Credit Report
Once you understand how your credit scores are calculated and what they represent, the next 

step is to create a credit plan. This topic shows you how to get a copy of your credit report, 

review your credit score, and develop a personal plan to stay on top of your credit history.

Access Your Credit Report  
Credit Profile

Time Investment
20 minutes
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Lecture 
Whether you feel your credit is in disrepair, in great shape, or you are simply unsure, it is 
important to review your credit regularly and develop an action plan. Regardless whether your 
plan is geared toward critical recovery or just maintenance, ongoing review and clear planning 
will assist you to reach your credit profile objectives.

It’s important to get into the habit of checking your credit regularly. We suggest you do so at 
least a few times per year, and about three months before you apply for any loan. Checking 
several months in advance gives you time to address any problems on your credit report before 
submitting any loan, rental, or employment application.

This topic will walk you through the step-by-step actions to obtain your credit report. You will 
need an internet connection to follow the steps.

Consider 
Credit 

Protection

Review 
Insurance 
Coverages

Set Up
or Review 
Account 
Automa-

tion

Identify 
Areas to 
Address

Obtain 
Credit 
Report
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Explore the website to learn more about the services they provide. Once you are ready, click on 
the “Request your free credit reports” button.

Next, enter your personal information. After you have entered your information, click “next” at the 
bottom of the page.

Visit: Annual Credit Report

https://www.annualcreditreport.com/requestReport/landingPage.action
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You will be asked from which credit bureaus you would like your report. We suggest getting a 
credit report from just one credit bureau for now. That way, if you want to check your credit two 
additional times during the year, you can get a report from each of the other two credit bureaus 
for free. If you want to be thorough, you are free to select all bureaus. Just remember that only 
one report from each bureau is free per year. You will need to pay to obtain additional reports 
within 365 days from each free report you request from a given bureau.

The next page you reach will ask you to verify information. Some requests may be personal (such 
as where you lived in the past or your current employer) while others will be credit-based (such 
as a loan you took out in the past). It’s important to get these answers correct. If you get these 
questions wrong, you will be sent to a page that states you will have to request the report via 
mail along with information they request to prove your identity. Once you have answered the 
questions, click the “next” button at the bottom of the screen.
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You will be asked from which credit bureaus you would like your report. We suggest getting a 
credit report from just one credit bureau for now. That way, if you want to check your credit two 
additional times during the year, you can get a report from each of the other two credit bureaus 
for free. If you want to be thorough, you are free to select all bureaus. Just remember that only 
one report from each bureau is free per year. You will need to pay to obtain additional reports 
within 365 days from each free report you request from a given bureau.

The next page you reach will ask you to verify information. Some requests may be personal (such 
as where you lived in the past or your current employer) while others will be credit-based (such 
as a loan you took out in the past). It’s important to get these answers correct. If you get these 
questions wrong, you will be sent to a page that states you will have to request the report via 
mail along with information they request to prove your identity. Once you have answered the 
questions, click the “next” button at the bottom of the screen.
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You will then have immediate access to your credit report. Depending on which bureau you 
requested the report from, the webpage will look different, have different features, and present 
different offers. However, all of them will provide your credit history from the bureau you 
selected. You may click the “Print” link found on the page. Feel free to physically print your 
report if you have a printer available. You can also “Print to file” the document into a PDF file by 
selecting the “PDF” option – typically found in the printer selection drop-down menu.

The reason you may obtain a credit report for free is due to a piece of legislation called the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act. The Fair Credit Reporting Act allows you to get a free copy of your credit 
report from one of the bureaus that collect your credit information, and also ensures that you 
receive your credit report any time you are denied credit by a lender. The general concept behind 
this legislation is that your credit history was always your information, and therefore you have 
the right to access that information.
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Regardless of your current credit standing, it’s important 
to obtain and monitor your credit report on a regular 
schedule. Whether your goal is maintaining a great 

credit score, building a history, or recovering from credit 
mistakes, checking your report a few times a year will 
enable you to make sure it’s accurate and take steps 

to resolve any problems that arise. Creating a plan and 
schedule for monitoring your credit report forms a key 

piece of managing your personal finances.

Conclusion
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Activity: 
Creating Your Credit Plan

Now that you know how to access your credit report, it’s important to set up a plan 
for staying on top of your credit history into the future – a plan that you can easily 

duplicate on a regularly-scheduled basis. In this activity, you will review examples of 
action steps and use them to develop your own credit plan.

Consider integrating your credit plan into your regular financial review processes. Below 
is a sample template of action steps to help you conduct a credit history review and 

stay on top of your credit score.

All activities included with all financial education resource packages.
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Credit Profile -  
Case Studies
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Credit Profile - Case Studies

Building a Financial Foundation 
Pre-education Case Study   

Sebastian and Lori recently married and have a one-year-old child. They both have decent-paying 
full-time jobs and they purchased a home six months ago. When they got the mortgage loan, 
they had to use Sebastian’s credit profile and leave Lori out of the calculations.  

Lori lived with her sister, Danielle, for five years before she met and married Sebastian. During 
that time, Danielle used Lori’s social security number to obtain a credit card.. Lori wasn’t aware 
that her sister had used her personal information to get access to credit. After making the 
payments on time for two years and getting several credit increases, Danielle let the account go 
to collections.  

Eventually, the credit card company sued Lori, which is how she learned what Danielle had done. 
Unfortunately, by then the debt had grown to more than $15,000. Lori had to choose between 
taking responsibility for the debt or turning her sister in. Lori knows she would be off the hook 
for the debt if she reported it as fraud, but the credit card company could also file criminal 
charges against Danielle.  

After learning about what could happen to her sister, Lori decided to keep quiet. Lori thinks her 
credit is ruined for at least the next seven years. As a result, Lori and Sebastian must rely on 
his credit profile, payment history, and record of past income for all their financing needs. This 
situation is compromising their financial future.  

Lori’s friends think she should talk with a lawyer about her options. They mention hearing ads for 
credit repair companies on the radio and seeing them on television.   When the subject comes up, 
they often ask Lori why she hasn’t just hired one of those companies to take care of the problem 
for her.  

Lori doesn’t want to get into trouble for breaking the rules, and she doesn’t trust credit repair 
companies that promise to “fix any credit problems” for a fee. She also doesn’t want her sister to 
end up in jail, which she feels will happen if she enlists the help of one of these companies.  

Sebastian worries that they’ll have to eventually come up with well over $15,000 to cover the 
debt, attorney’s fees, and collection costs because of Danielle’s decision to use Lori’s social 
security number to get a credit card.  
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Lori wants to work out a payment plan with the creditor who won the judgement against her, but 
Sebastian thinks they should research their options and possibly try to hold Danielle responsible 
for the debt. Neither of them feel like they can start working toward a secure financial future 
with this issue hanging over their heads.  

1. If you were friends with this couple, what would you tell them to do?

2. What are Lori’s options in this situation? 

47
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Experiencing Financial Challenges 
Pre-education Case Study 

Kelly has three credit cards that she uses on a regular basis. .She’s had the cards for more than 
ten years. All three cards have high credit limits, so she doesn’t worry much about the balances. 
The money she earns  from her waitressing job isn’t steady, but she can usually pay the bills 
every month and still have money left over for food, gasoline, and entertainment. She would 
like to pay down the  balances on her credit cards, but when she has a slow month she uses her 
credit cards to pay for necessities.   

Her total credit card balances are $10,200. She always makes the minimum payments on time 
and tries to reduce the balances when she has a good month at work. She added up her interest 
charges from her last billing cycle and realized that her minimum payments cover monthly 
interest charges and not much more.  

Every year, when she gets her tax refund, she pays down the balances on the credit cards. She’s 
never had a tax refund big enough to pay them all off completely.  

She sees advertisements from her credit union about debt consolidation loans, but isn’t sure if 
she would qualify with her credit rating. Even though she knows paying her credit card bills on 
time helps her credit, she also realizes that her past money problems have had a negative effect 
on her FICO score.  

She defaulted on a car loan a few years ago and the vehicle was repossessed. Unpaid medical 
bills from a time when she didn’t have health insurance went to a collection agency, which 
causes her anxiety when her phone rings.  

At the rate she’s going, her credit card balances will continue to grow. Kelly knows she would 
need to pick up extra shifts at work and really tighten up her budget to get her credit cards paid 
off by paying more than the minimum amount due every month. Even then, it would take her two 
years to get all three cards down to a zero balance.  

With a consolidation loan, she would make the same payment every month until the debt is paid. 
Kelly doesn’t know how to check her credit or how to interpret the information in her credit file. 
While she would prefer a plan for paying off the debt, she isn’t sure what to do next.   

3-5 additional case studies included in each chapter with  
all financial education resource packages.
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1. Which of the following is a function of a credit bureau? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) Credit bureaus set interest rates for credit card companies.
b) Credit bureaus collect information on your work history, bill payments, and bankruptcies.
c) Credit bureaus provide your credit report to third parties.
d) Credit bureaus provide individual and small business loans.

2. Denise’s credit score is very low. This may affect her ability to: More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) secure future loans 
b) secure future employment
c) get lower interest rates on loans
d) receive your full tax refund

3. Which of the following is not a credit bureau?

a) Equifax
b) Experian
c) Ellipsis
d) TransUnion

4. Credit scores generally fall in the range of:

a) 250-750
b) 300-850
c) 350-850
d) 400-900

5. Which of the following factors directly contribute to a negative credit rating? More than one 

answer may be correct.

a) Late Payments
b) Collections
c) Reduction in pay
d) Bankruptcy

6. Which of the following is an advantage of maintaining a positive credit history? More than 

one answer may be correct.

a) It may be helpful during a performance review at work.
b) It may lower your utility bills.
c) It may make it easier to get approved for a bank or credit union loan.
d) It might help you to get a lower interest rate on a credit card.
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7. How long do credit bureaus retain positive credit history data? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) Up to 5 Years for closed accounts paid on time
b) Up to 7 Years for currently open accounts paid on time
c) Up to 10 years for closed accounts paid on time
d) Indefinitely for currently open accounts paid on time

8. In addition to a history of on-time payments, the long duration of a line of credit is most 

likely to:

a) contribute to a positive credit history.
b) contribute to a negative credit history.
c) have no impact on your credit history.
d) increase the FICO score but not the Vantage score.

9. Jaylon currently lives in Milwaukee, but is considering moving to Chicago. What impact might 

his moderate credit score have on his options? More than one answer may be correct.

a) It may have impact on his housing options with rental properties or mortgage lenders.
b) It may have impact on his employment opportunities, as some employers conduct a credit 

report screening.
c) It may have impact on the sale of his home in Milwaukee.
d) It may have impact on his ability to secure a loan to cover relocation expenses.

10. Ariana has a full-time job and a high credit score. She wants to move out of her mother’s 

home and into an apartment, and also wants to purchase a car in the next 6 months. What 

positive steps can she take now to reach her future goals? More than one answer may be 

correct.

a) She should apply for two credit cards to purchase furniture for her new apartment.
b) She should continue to pay her bills on time.
c) She should request and review her annual credit report.
d) She should take out a personal loan to make the down payment for the car or to pay for 

new furniture for her apartment.

11. Justine’s cousin is having car problems and has asked Justine to lend him some money for the 

repairs. Justine is tight on cash, so she is considering applying for a $500 personal loan to 

help her cousin out. In what way(s) could this decision affect Justine in the future?

a) She may not be approved for additional credit in the future.
b) She may not be able to make the minimum payments on the loan.
c) Her credit score may go down due to a higher debt-to-credit ratio.
d) All of the above.
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Complete chapter post-testing bank included with all financial education resource packages.

12. Lucas recently got a new job that pays considerably more money. He has been working on 

a debt recovery plan for about a year. What additional steps can Lucas now take toward his 

debt recovery plan to continue to stay on track? More than one answer may be correct.

a) He should review his finances thoroughly and request his annual credit report.

b) He should put money aside for things he has been unable to do in the past, like going on 

date nights and vacations.

c) He should not make any changes to his finances until he gets another raise.

d) He should consider increasing the payments he is making to pay off his debts.
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Pre-Test Answer Key

Credit Profile Basics - Quiz Answer Key

1. b 
c

2. a 
b 
c

3. c

4. b

5. a 
d

6. c 
d

7. c 
d

8. a

9. a 
b 
d

10. d

1. True

2. True

3. a 
c 
d

4. a 
b

5. False

6. b 
c 
e

7. b 
c 
e

8. a 
b
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Understanding Your Credit Profile - Quiz Answer Key

Access Your Credit Report - Quiz Answer Key

1. d

2. b

3. False

4. c

5. a 
b 
d

6. b

7. True

8. a 
c

9. a

10. d

1. True

2. True

3. False

4. False

5. d

6. c

7. a

8. 1 
4 
2 
5 
3

9. c

10. e
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